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Abstract 
We study a multilinear polynomial which subsumes the chromatic polynomials of all the 
graphs in a given homeomorphism class. We show that this polynomial can be extended to 
include further families of homeomorphic graphs, and derive some properties of its coefficients. 
We also prove similar results for the dual concept of graphs with multiple edges. @ 1999 
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Nomenclature and notation 
For the general nomenclature and notation of graph theory see [2]. For similar in- 
formation about chromatic polynomials ee [6,8]. Here we shall denote the chromatic 
polynomial of a graph G by P(G); the variable (which will not always be the same) 
will be understood. 
By the 'suppression' of a vertex X of degree 2 in a graph G we shall mean the 
following operation: we delete the vertex X (deleting also the edges incident with it) 
and join, by a new edge, the vertices previously adjacent o X. 
If, starting with a graph G, we successively suppress vertices of degree 2 until this 
operation is no longer possible, we arrive at a graph having no vertices of degree 2. 
We shall call this graph the 'reduced multigraph' of G, and denote it by M(G),  or 
just M. In general, M can have loops; but in most of what follows the graph G will 
be 2-connected, in which case M will have no loops. Multiple edges are always a 
possibility, however, so that M is, in general, a multigraph. 
If  two graphs G1 and G2 are such that M(GI )=M(G2)  we say that Gl and G2 
are homeomorphic. The mapping G---~M(G) will be called 'homeomorphic reduction' 
(or just 'reduction'). The relation of being homeomorphic is easily seen to be an 
equivalence relation, and defines 'homeomorphism classes' of graphs. 
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There is an obvious one-to-one correspondence b tween the vertices of M(G) and 
those vertices of G which are not of degree 2. To any edge of M(G) there corresponds 
what we shall call a 'chain' in G. A 'chain' in G is a path in G in which all vertices, 
except possibly the end-vertices, have degree 2 in the graph G. (In what follows, the 
end-vertices of a chain will almost always have degree greater than 2, but we shall 
not insist on this in the definition.) The length of a chain will be the number of edges 
in it. 
If S is any subset of edges of M, we shall denote by S* the corresponding set of 
chains in G. The spanning subgraph of M whose edges are precisely those in S will 
be indicated by (S)M, or just (S). 
It follows from the above that we can specify any graph G by giving its reduced 
multigraph M and associating with each edge of M a positive integer - -  the length of 
the corresponding chain in G. In this way the reduced multigraph serves as a prototype 
for the whole homeomorphism class to which G belongs; any graph of the class can 
be obtained by allotting suitable integers to the edges of M. We shall typically use 
lower case letters, a, b, c .... as labels for the edges of M, and denote the length of 
the chain a by na. Later on we shall introduce another meaning for the symbols a, b, 
C,  . . . .  
2. The basic result 
In this section we derive a 'general polynomial' associated with a reduced multigraph 
M with edges labeled as just described. This polynomial will be a function of the 
chain lengths na, nb, nc .... and will be the chromatic polynomial of the graph in the 
homeomorphism class determined by M which has those values for the chain lengths. 
This polynomial therefore subsumes all the chromatic polynomials of the graphs in the 
class. 
The argument in the chromatic polynomial, the number of colors, is traditionally 
denoted by 2. For the most part we shall tend to work instead with a new variable, 
namely ~o = 1 - 2, though it will be convenient to retain some use of 2. We first note 
that the chromatic polynomial of the cycle Cm on m vertices then becomes 
P(Cm) : ( -1 )m(( .o  m - f_o). (2.1) 
On page 124 of [7], the following result was proved. 
Theorem 1. Let X, Y be two vertices of degree > 2 in a graph G between which 
there is a chain of length m. Let H be the graph obtained from G by deleting the 
chain, and let K be the graph obtain from H by identifying the vertices X and Y. 
(We can also say that K is obtained from G by 'contracting' the chain XY.) Then, 
1 
P( G) = ------'q-;P( Cm+l )P(H) + (-I)mp(K). (2.2) 
1) ,~( ,~ - 
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Note. In [7] it was implicitly assumed that X and Y were distinct, and that there were 
no other chains between X and Y; but we shall not be able to make these assumptions 
here. However, it is easily verified that (2.2) holds under all circumstances provided 
that H and K are given the obviously appropriate interpretations. In particular, i fX  = Y, 
so that the chain is a loop, then (2.2) is satisfied if both H and K are obtained by 
deleting this loop. 
or 
Using (2.1) we can write this as 
P(G) =(-1)m~l  (o) m+l - og)P(H) + (-I )mp(K) 
AO) 
F °-I ] P(G):(-1) m LzP(H)+P(K)  . (2.3) 
Let E be the set of edges of M, and let B be a subset of E. Then B* is a set of 
chains in G. Apply recurrence (2.3) to G using one chain in B*; then apply it again 
to both the resulting graphs using another chain in B*, and so on for every chain in 
B*. In this way we express the chromatic polynomial of G in terms of those of 21S*l 
graphs as follows: 
where D ranges over all subsets of B and Go denotes the graph obtained by deleting 
all the chains in D* and contracting all the other chains in B*. 
For convenience we shall write v(A) for ~ ha, the sum of the lengths of the chains 
corresponding to a subset A of edges of M. Note that v(E) is thus the number of edges 
in the original graph G. 
Eq. (2.4) will be used later on. A particularly useful result emerges if we take B -- E. 
For a given subset D of E the graph obtained by deleting the chains in D* will be a 
subgraph of G whose chains are those in S*, where S =E\D. This graph will have 
some number, ks, of components. When these chains are contracted, the resulting raph 
consists of ks isolated vertices, and the chromatic polynomial is therefore 2ks. Clearly, 
ks is also the number of components in the subgraph (S) of M. Hence, from (2.4) we 
have 
P(G)=(-1)v(E)Z( H(tO"°--I)}(~)IE\S'2 ~s
SCE ~, aeE\S 
whence 
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where q = [E[ is the number of edges in M(G). Note that everything on the right- 
hand side of (2.5) now depends only on the multigraph M together with the numbers 
na, nb .... associated with its edges. 
Let p be the number of vertices in M(G). Since removing an edge from M(G) will 
decrease ]S t but may or may not increase ks, the smallest value for the power of 2 in 
(2.3) will occur when S is empty. The subgraph then consists of p isolated vertices 
and the power of 2 is p - q. For this reason it is useful to rewrite (2.5) as 
P(G) - ( -1)" (E) I I - [  } ,~q-~ Z ((O n" - 1) 2 ks+lsl-p, 
s (a~E\s 
(2.6) 
so that the powers of 2 in the summation are all non-negative. Eq. (2.6) gives an 
expansion of P(G) in terms of summands corresponding to subgraph of M(G). 
We now look for the coefficient of a given power of o9 in (2.6). The product herein 
can be expanded as 
I-I(09 "~ - 1)= ~ ( -1)  IUl+lDb yI09 n,. 
aCD UcD xCU 
Hence, 
P(G)=(-1)v(E) { } ~q--'--------~ Z Z (-1)IUI+IDI09v¢v)2K'+Isl-p " 
S UCD 
(2.7) 
Hence, the coefficient of 09vw) for a given U is 
(-1)v(E)2q-p Z(--1)IuI+rDIA'ks+ISt-P' 
DDU 
(2.8) 
the summation being over all supersets D of the given U. But if U is a subset of D 
then S =E\D is a subset of Y =E\U. Thus the coefficient of 09v~u) in P(G) is 
(-- 1 )v(E) 'Y'~(-- 1 )] YI+[sF 2ks+lSt-p. ,~q- p scY 
(2.9) 
Thus, each term in the expansion of P(G) is determined by a subset U of edges of 
M(G), and hence to a subgraph (U) of M, determined by U. It consists of a power 
of 09, namely 
09v(U) 
depending on this subgraph, multiplied by a coefficient - -  the function of 2 given in 
(2.9) - -  depending on Y, and hence on the complement of the subgraph (U). The 
desired chromatic polynomial is obtained by summing over all subsets of edges of M. 
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3. A closer look at the coefficients 
The factor ( -1  )v(E)/2q--P in (2.9) is common to all the terms in the expansion. What 
remains can be written as 
( -1 )  IYI ~ (-1)jSl2 ks+lsl-p. (3.1) 
SCY 
This is easily recognized as the flow polynomial of the graph (Y)M. Compare it, 
for example, with the definition given as Eq. (IX, 4.2) on p. 238 of [I0]. Tutte's 
notation would be F((Y)M, 2), but we shall abbreviate this to F(Y). Hence our general 
polynomial can be written as 
P(G)-- ( -  1)"(E) 
2q- -~ Z F(Y)t~"Iu)' (3.2) 
(r.u) 
where the summation is over all partitions (Y, U) of E. 
At this stage it will be helpful to review some important properties of the flow 
polynomial F(G), where G can be any graph, possibly with multiple edges and/or 
loops. 
F0. F(G) is a polynomial of degree # = q - p + k, the cyclomatic number of G (k is 
the number of components of G). The coeffÉcient of o2~ is (-1)~, and all terms 
in F(G) have the same sign. 
F1. If G has no edges, then F(G)= 1. 
F2. If G has a bridge, then F(G)= O. 
F3. If G consists of two graphs A and B which are either disjoint or have just a single 
vertex in common, then F(G)=F(A)F(B). 
F4. If e is any edge of G, then F(G)=F(G n) -F (G  ~) where (G ~) and (G") are 
obtained from G by deleting and contracting the edge e. 
F5. F(G) is a topological invariant, i.e. any two homeomorphic graphs will have the 
same flow polynomial. 
F6. If G consists of a single vertex and m loops, then F (G) - (2  - 1) m. 
These results are given on p. 238 of [10]. A further esult is the following: 
F7. If G is a planar graph, then F(G) is the chromatic polynomial of the plane dual 
of G, divided by 2. See [3]. 
One further esult that we shall need is easily proved: 
F8. If G is a cycle, then F (G)= 2 - 1. 
By virtue of F2, we can take the summation in (3.2) over all partitions (Y, U) of E 
for which the corresponding suhgraph (Y) has no bridges. 
It should be mentioned that expression (3.2) is very close to Nagle's subgraph 
expansion of a chromatic polynomial; see [5] or p. 71 of [1]. One difference is that 
Nagle's expansion is over all subsets of edges of G, whereas (3.2) is effectively over 
subsets of chains. This difference is readily understood, however, since any subgraph 
which contains only part of a chain in G must have a bridge, and hence, by F2, the 
corresponding contribution to the chromatic polynomial has zero coefficient. 
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C 
Fig. 1. 
Table 1 
General polynomial for K4 homeomorphs 
(r) 
A 
A 
A 
Coefficient (U) Powers of 03 
I A_  na +nb+tic+nd+ne+n/ 
-03 
-CO 
(k- I)(~.- 2) 
03+(0  2 
(~.- I)(~.- 2)(?~- 3) 
-2(O - 3(O 2 - 03  
A 
I 
n +nd + ° tiI 
ti + tib +/1  a c 
ti b + ti + 
n +t id  +n 
c e 
/1 +n 
a 
tib + tid 
nc +nf 
tia ' tib ' tic ' nd ' tie ' n f  
As far as we know, the connection between Nagle's expansion and flow polynomials 
has not been previously remarked. 
To clarify what has been described above we shall give an example of the compu- 
tation of the general polynomial for all homeomorphs of K4. The reduced graph will 
be K4 with its edges labeled as in Fig. 1. 
In Table 1, the first column shows a type of subgraph. The second column gives 
the flow polynomial for the subgraphs of that kind. These will be the coefficients, 
and they are given both in terms of 2 and of 09. The third column gives a specimen 
complementary subgraph, and the final column lists all the powers of co for subgraphs 
isomorphic to that in the third column. The first subgraph is the one with no edges, 
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which gives coefficient 1 (from F1 above). After that there are no more bridgeless 
subgraphs until those with three edges are met, and then only those isomorphic to a 
triangle, which give coefficient 2 -  1 (from F8), and so on. 
At this stage we shall take the step of writing everything in terms of 09. Thus, 
we arrive at the following general polynomial for any graph homeomorphic to K4; 
see [11]. 
( - -  l )na+nb+nc+na+ne+nf 
(1 - 09)2 
(.Dna +nb +nc +nd +ne +n f 
_09(  09na +nd+n f .~_ 09na +nb +nc _~ 09nb +ne +n f .~_ 09nc +nd +ne ) 
_09(09na+n< q_ 09rib+rid _]_ 09n<.+nf ) .~_ (09 Jl- (-0 2 ) 
× (09.° + 09n~ + 09n, + 09n~ + 09~ + 09.r ) 
-(209 + 309 z + 093)]. (3.3) 
Note an advantage of this form of the general polynomial, namely that it has a fixed 
number of terms (14 in the case above) no matter how large the graph itself may be. 
In the next section we simplify the polynomial still further. 
4. The chain polynomial 
If we ignore the factor (--1)v(E)/2 q-p in the chromatic polynomial (3.2) we get a 
polynomial which we call the 'chain polynomial' of G, and denote by Ch(G). Thus, 
Ch(G)= ~'~ F(Y)09 v~u) (4.1) 
(Y,U) 
and the relation between Ch(G) and P(G) is 
Ch(G) = ( -  1 )v(E)2q-PP(G). (4.2) 
It is easily verified that the chain polynomial is of degree v(E) in 09. 
Provided we keep to perfectly general values for the chain lengths, every term in the 
chain polynomial has a coefficient, which is a polynomial in 09, multiplying a power 
of 09 of the form 
OJ na +n~ + nc + " " " . 
We now simplify the chain polynomial by using the symbols a, b . . . . .  which were 
initially labels for the chains - -  to stand also for the powers 09ha, 09n~ . . . . .  This double 
usage for these symbols is a mild abuse of notation; but it is convenient and will not 
give rise to any confusion. (Note, however, that if a specific value, say 2, is given to 
a chain, then we must write the corresponding factor as 092, not as 2.) 
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By way of example, with the above simplification the chain polynomial for homeo- 
morphs of K4 (more briefly - -  the chain polynomial of K4) becomes 
abcdef - 0)(adf + abc + bef + cde) - 0)(ae + bd + c f )  
+(0) + 0)2)(a + b + c + d + e + f )  - (20) + 30) 2 -']- (03). (4.3) 
The chain polynomial of an edge-labeled multigraph is thus seen to be a multilinear 
function of the variables a, b, c .... with coefficients from the ring of polynomials in 09. 
Note that the chain polynomial really depends on the reduced multigraph M; we shall 
therefore write it as Ch(M) in general. 
Here are a few elementary properties of chain polynomials: 
Ch0. Ch(M) is a polynomial of degree v(M). 
Chl. If M has no edges then Ch(M)= 1. 
Ch2. If M consists of two graphs, A and B, having at most one vertex in common, 
then Ch(M) = Ch(A)Ch(B). 
(This effectively allows us to confine our attention to 2-connected graphs.) 
Ch3. The chain polynomial for the cycle Cm is 0)m_0) (or just m--o) in the abbreviated 
notation). 
Ch4. The term independent of the variables a, b,c.. ,  is the flow polynomial of M. 
This follows directly from the definition of the flow polynomial and the fact that 
the term in question arises when (Y) in (3.2) is the whole of M. 
A simple, but useful, result is the following: 
Theorem 2. I f  a is an edge of M let H be the graph obta&ed from M by deleting 
the edge a, and let K be the graph obtained from M by contracting the edge a (as 
in Theorem 1). Then 
(i) Ch(H) is the coefficient of a in Ch(M). 
(ii) Ch(K) is obtained from Ch(M) by putting a = 1. 
Proof. The chain polynomial analog of (2.2) is Ch(M) = (a - 1 )Ch(H) + Ch(K) as is 
easily verified by using (4.2). The results then follow from the fact that neither Ch(H) 
nor Ch(K) contains the variable a. 
Putting a = 1 is the same as putting na = O. Hence, Theorem 2(ii) justifies the in- 
clusion of zero as a possible edge length. An edge length of zero means that the 
end-vertices are one and the same vertex, so that the edge in question does not appear 
in the specific graph given by such a set of edge lengths. For example, from the chain 
polynomial of K4, given in (3.3), we can find the chain polynomial of the multigraph 
in Fig. 2, simply by putting f = 1. 
We obtain 
abcde - 0)(ad + be + ae + bd) - 0)(abc + cde) 
+(0) + 0)2)(a + b + d + e) + 0)2c - 09 - 2092 - 093. 
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As an example of the use of Theorem 2(i) we can obtain the chain polynomial of 
the graph in Fig. 3 by taking the coefficient of f in (3.3). We get 
abcde - 03(ad + be + c) + 03 + 032. 
As we would expect, a and d always occur together as ad, since the chains a and d 
are now just one chain of length na +nd,  and 
o jna  (j)  nd ~ (1) na 4-Bd " 
Similarly with the chains b and e. Replacing ad and be by a single symbol, or, what 
amounts to the same thing, putting d = e = 1, we obtain the chain polynomial of the 
theta graph (Fig. 4) namely 
abc - 03(a + b + c) + ~ + 032. (4.4) 
Note that by allowing edge lengths of zero we have extended the class of graphs rep- 
resented by a given chain polynomial beyond the original set of homeomorphic graphs; 
for the graphs in Figs. 1-3 are homeomorphically distinct. The graphs represented by 
a given chain polynomial, however, will have the same cyclomatic number (q - p + 1 ). 
The operation of putting a variable equal to 1 is clearly a one-way matter, and there- 
fore does not give rise to equivalence classes of graphs. We have the following result 
however: 
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Fig. 5. 
Theorem 3. The chain polynomial of any graph with p vertices and q edges can be 
obtained from that of some cubic graph by putting some of the variables equal to 1. 
The cubic graph will have 2(q-p)  vertices and 3(q-p) edges. 
Proof. Any vertex of degree d>3 can be created from a set of d -  2 vertices of 
degree 3 by contracting d - 3 edges, as shown in Fig. 5 for the case d = 5. 
In general, it will happen that the chain polynomial of a graph can be derived in 
this way from those of many different cubic graphs. 
It follows that if we have a list of chain polynomials of cubic graphs on 2n vertices, 
then we can readily obtain the chain polynomials of all graphs for which q - p = n. 
5. Two-edge-connected graphs 
Suppose that a graph G is not 2-connected. Then it can be depicted as in Fig. 6, 
as a 'ring' of graphs, which we shall temporarily call 'beads', BhB2 ..... Bin, each of 
which has only a single vertex in common with the next. (These beads are almost 
blocks, i.e. 3-connected graphs; but it could happen, for example, that Bl, considered 
in isolation, had vl and v2 as a 2-vertex cut.) 
Note. There might be only two beads in G. 
Theorem 4. (a) The chromatic polynomial of the graph G shown in Fig. 6 does not 
change if a bead is reversed end-for-end. 
(b) The chromatic polynomial of G is independent of the order in which the beads 
Occur. 
Proof. (a) Applying the basic recurrence (Theorem 1 of [6], Theorem 2.6 of [8]) to 
the two vertices vl and v2, we have the diagramatic equation shown in Fig. 7, where 
each diagram stands for the corresponding chromatic polynomial. 
By Theorem 3 of [6], with k = 2, the chromatic polynomial of the first graph on 
the right-hand side depends on those of the two graphs which abut on the edge v~v2. 
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Fig.  8. 
Clearly, the one which is B plus the edge rio 2 would be the same if we had started 
with B reversed; while the other does not depend on B. The second graph on the 
right-hand side is clearly independent of the initial orientation of B, and the theorem 
follows. 
(b) We need only prove that two consecutive beads, say Bl and B2 as in Fig. 8, 
can be interchanged without altering P(G).  
Apply the same basic recurrence to each of B1 and B2 to express P(G)  as the 
sum of the chromatic polynomials of four graphs, obtained by joining or identifying 
vl and v2 or v2 and v3. As in the proof of part (a) we can verify that the same 
four chromatic polynomials would have been obtained had we started with B1 and B2 
interchanged. [] 
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Fig. 9. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 10. 
Corollary of Theorem 4(b). Suppose that in a graph G1 we have a chain of edges 
between two vertices u and v, and that we replace one of these edges, say xy,  by a 
bead B, as shown in Fig. 9. 
Call the resulting graph G, and let there be na and nb chain edges to the left and 
right of B. Then the chromatic polynomial of G is independent of which edge of the 
chain between u and v is replaced by B. 
This follows from Theorem 4(b) by taking the edges of the chains as beads. 
Thus, B is like a bead on a piece of string; we can move it anywhere on the 'string', 
and the value of na +nb remains constant. In particular, we can move B to one end 
of the string. Put another way, this means that, without loss of generality, we can take 
one of the chain lengths, n~ or rib, to be zero. 
Note that the above results hold as well for the chain polynomial and for the reduced 
graph M. 
Any reduced graph M having the 'bead on a string' configuration of Fig. 9, and 
for which neither n~ nor nb is zero, is necessarily only 2-edge-connected. Conversely, 
any graph which is only 2-edge-cormected will have a pair of edges whose removal 
disconnects the graph, and will have the above configuration. By moving the bead to 
one end of the 'string', we eliminate one chain without changing the chain polynomial. 
Doing this as oRen as is required, we end up with a 3-edge-connected graph whose 
chain polynomial is the same as that of the original graph. Thus, it would be pointless 
to compute the chain polynomial of the graph in Fig. 10(a), since it can be obtained 
readily from that of (b) or of (c). 
It will seen that Theorem 4 and its corollary widen still further the scope of a given 
chain polynomial, and diminish the number of reduced graphs that need to be studied. 
Thus, for example, a list of 3-edge-connected cubic graphs would be sufficient o give 
us the chain polynomials for all graphs with a given value of q - p. 
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6. Some examples 
At this stage some examples may clarify what has been done so far. First, we shall 
modify Eq. (2.4) by expressing the chromatic polynomials in (2.4) in terms of chain 
polynomials, using the abbreviated notation. We obtain 
p(G)=( -1 )v (G)ch(G)=(_ I )V (B)E{x~cDX~- -~I}  (-1)~'(G°) ~q_----------~- 2qo_ p~ , (6.1) 
DCB 
where qD and PD are the numbers of edges and vertices in GD. 
Now the deletion of an edge of D from G decreases the number of edges by ]D[ 
and leaves the number of vertices unchanged. The contraction of an edge reduces the 
number of edges by l, and also decreases by 1 the number of vertices provided that 
the edges is not a loop. In order to avoid this possibility, let us assume that the induced 
subgraph (B) has no cycles, i.e. is a forest. Then, in going from G to GD, ]D] edges 
and [B\D I vertices disappear, so that qx = q - ]B], and Px = p - ]B\D[ = p - ]B] + ]D]. 
In the denominator f the summand in (6.1) we also have 2 repeated [D[ times in 
the product, so that the total power of 2 in the denominator is 
(q -  ]B])- (p - [B[  + ID[)+ IDI =q-  p, 
exactly what we need to cancel the power of 2 on the left-hand side. Moreover, since 
every GD contains exactly the edges of E\B  (every edge of B has been either deleted 
or contracted) the total power of ( -1)  on the right-hand side is v(E), which cancels 
the sign on the left-hand side. 
Thus, we arrive at the surprisingly simple equation 
Note that if (B) has cycles then the power of 2 in the summation will depend on 
whether or not the deletions destroy cycles. Thus Eq. (6.2) will not hold. 
Let us apply this to the wheel W5 shown in Fig. 11, and take the subset B to be 
the subset of 'spokes', i.e. {e, f ,g ,h} ,  thus making (B) a spanning tree. Deleting some 
d e 
Fig. 11. 
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edges of B and contracting the rest will always give a number of cycles with a single 
vertex in common, for which the chain polynomial is the product of those of the cycles 
in question, and are given by Ch3. Note that when D has 3 or 4 edges Go is just 
the cycle consisting of the 'rim' edges (a ,b ,c  and d); thus there will be five terms 
multiplying a common factor (abcd-  09). From this information the chain polynomial 
of W5 can be immediately written down. It is 
(a - ~o)(b - o9)(c - og)(d - 09) 
+ (e - 1 )(ad - co)(b - oo)(c - 09) + ( f  - 1 )(ab - o9)(c - og)(d - 09) 
+(g - 1)(bc - ~o)(a - co)(d - o9) + (h - 1)(ca - og)(b - og)(a - 09) 
+(e - 1 ) (9  - 1 ) (ad  - o~)(bc - co) + ( f  - 1) (h  - 1 ) (cd  - o~) (ab  - ~o)  
+ (e - 1 ) ( f  - 1)(bad - o))(c - 09) + ( f  - 1)(g - 1)(abc - o~)(d - a~) 
+ (9 - 1 )(h - 1 ) (bcd-  ~o)(a - 09) + (h - 1 )(e - 1 )(cad - o))(b - co) 
+{( f -  1 ) (9 -  1 ) (h -  1 )+(e -  1 ) (9 -  1 ) (h -  1 )+(e -  1 ) ( f -  1 ) (h -  1) 
+(e -  1 ) ( f -  1 ) (9 -  1 )+ (e -  1 ) ( f -  1 ) (g -  1 ) (h -  1)} . (abcd-  o9). (6.3) 
It is easy to verify that this method can be applied to any wheel, taking the set of 
spokes as the set B. We deduce the following theorem: 
Theorem 5. The chain polynomial  o f  W,+l can be expressed as the sum o f  2" terms 
each o f  which is the product o f  factors o f  the fo rm (x - 1 ) or (abc . . .  - 09). 
Our second application concerns the tree form of the chromatic polynomial. By 
performing the usual 'chromatic reduction' (deleting and contracting edges, see [6]) the 
chromatic polynomial of a connected graph can be expressed in terms of the chromatic 
polynomials of trees, that is, in the form 
P(G)=~-~an~(2-  1) n-I. 
If we divide P(G)  by 2, the quotient can be written as a polynomial of degree p - 1 
in 09. For a graph having k components he natural operation (in order to preserve the 
multiplicative property of the polynomial) is to divide by 2 k. Let us therefore write 
P(G)  = ( -  1)p- IAkT(G) ,  
where p is the number of vertices in G. We shall call T(G)  the 'tree chromatic 
polynomial' (or TCP) of G. 
There is a long-standing conjecture (see [6]) that the coefficients in any chromatic 
polynomial are unimodal in absolute value, and a similar conjecture has been made 
for the coefficients of any TCP. However, Loerinc and Whitehead [4] have shown that 
there are graphs for which the coefficients are unimodal only in the weak sense in 
which there may be three or more consecutive equal coefficients in the middle. 
A run of equal numbers in the middle of the sequence of coefficients of a TCP 
can be called a 'plateau'. The common value of the coefficients i the 'height' of the 
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plateau, and the number of  equal coefficients is its 'length'. As a small example of  the 
use of  the chain polynomial we can prove the following theorem about plateaux. 
Theorem 6. For any integers h >>. 3 and l >1 3 there exists a them-graph whose TCP 
has a plateau o f  height h and length I. 
Proof. The relation between the TCP and the chain polynomial is 
Ch(G) = ( -  1 )q-p+l 2q- p2(_ 1 )PT(G) 
whence 
T(G)  = - (1 - og)-(q-P+l)Ch(G). (6.4) 
Let G be the theta graph with three chains of  lengths no, nb and no, where, without loss 
of  generality, we assume no <<.nb<<.nc. The chain polynomial of  G is given by (4.4) in 
the abbreviated notation, and q - p + 1 = 2. Expanding the first factor in (6.4) as a 
power series we have 
T (G)= ( l+2og+3m2+4m3+ .. .)(o9 n° +nb +nc - co n° + l - 03 nb+l - (Dnc + l "-~ O.) "-~ (.02). 
It is now an easy matter to pick out the coefficient of a general term in ~o'. One 
readily verifies that the expression for this coefficient varies, according to the relative 
magnitudes of  n and no, nb and nc, as follows: 
• I f  2 <n ~<n~ then the coefficient is n + (n -  1)= 2n - 1. 
• If  no < n ~< nb then the coefficient is 2n - 1 - (n - no)  = n + no - 1. 
• If  nb< n ~< nc then the coefficient is n + na - 1 - (n -nb)  = no + nb -- 1. 
• I fnc<n<~na+nb+nc it i sna+nb- - l - - (n - -n~)=no+nb+n~- - l - -n .  
• I f  n > na +nb + nc then the coefficient is 0. 
Hence we have a plateau from n = nb + 1 to nc. This gives 
no+nb- l=h and nc - -nb=l .  
Choose nb so that (h + 1 )/2 < nb< h + 1. Then n~ = h + 1 - nb will not exceed nb, and 
na is positive. Moreover n~ = nb+ l and is >t nb. Hence we have a theta-graph with 
the desired h and I. 
Corollary. The number o f  them-graphs with given h and l is [(h + 3)/2], this being 
the number o f  ways of  choosing rib. 
7. The  dua l  s tory  
We shall now derive some results that are, in a sense, dual to those given already. 
For plane graphs these results are for the most part trivial consequences of  property 
F7 of  the flow polynomial, as given above; however, we need to prove them also 
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Fig. 12. 
Fig. 13. 
for graphs that are not necessarily planar. To that end we shall proceed from first 
principles, following the same general plan as before. For this reason we shall not 
need to set out the proofs in detail. 
If M is a multigraph (with no loops unless otherwise stated) denote by G(M) the 
graph obtained from M by replacing every multiple edge by a single edge. Call G(M) 
the 'underlying' graph of M. 
Two multigraphs M1 and M2 will be said to be 'amallamorphic' 1 if G(M1 ) = G(M2). 
Thus the two graphs in Fig. 12 are amallamorphic. Amallamorphism is an equivalence 
relation, and each multigraph of an equivalence class can be specified by giving the 
common underlying raph with positive integers associated with its edges. These inte- 
gers (multiplicities) can be specific or general, as in Fig. 13. 
If all multiplicities are general (as in the third example) the whole equivalence class 
is specified. As with homeomorphism classes we give the edges labels a, b, c, d .... and 
denote the multiplicity of edge a by na. 
We now derive a general formula for the flow polynomial of all the multigraphs of 
a given equivalence class. 
We start by deriving a reduction formula similar to (2.3). Let G be an underlying 
graph with integer edge multiplicities, and consider an edge labelled, say, a, corre- 
sponding to an na-fold multiple edge in M. Apply property F4 above, taking e to 
be one edge of the multiple edge. We have, the equation shown diagrammatically in 
Fig. 14. 
I From the classical Greek dg~22~ =multiple edge (well, bundle or sheaf, actually!). 
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Fig. 14. 
(7.1) 
Fig. 15. 
Let K be the graph obtained by contracting the edge a in G to a point, and H that 
obtained by deleting a. Then (7.1) becomes 
F(M) = (-rg) "~- t F(K) - F(X) 
using F6 and F3. Here X denotes the rightmost graph in Fig. 14, and F( ) denotes 
the flow polynomial of the multigraph specified by the graph in question. 
By repeating this operation with decreasing values of na, or by mathematical induc- 
tion, we find that 
[co "o - 1 + F(H)7 J 
F(U)  = ( -  1 )'° L - - - -~F(K)  . (7.2) 
Now, as before, we cannot assume that the edge a is not a (multiple) loop; so we 
must check what happens in this ease. M is then the graph in Fig. 15 for which the 
flow polynomial is (-co)'oF(M'). For (7.2) to hold we must have 
( -og) ' °F (M' )=( -1 ) ' ° [~F(K)+F(H)  1 . (7.3) 
It is readily verified that this identity is true if, and only if, F(K)=2F(M' )  and 
F(H)=F(M' ) .  Hence, we can treat both deletion and contraction of the multiple 
loop a as giving the graph M t (as was the ease in (2.2)) provided we multiply by 
2 whenever a loop is 'contracted'. 
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As before, we perform the contraction and deletion of each edge of G in turn, using 
(7.2), obtaining 2 q terms, each of which is specified by the set S of edges that are 
contracted, and the set D of edges that are deleted, where S U D = E. We thus derive 
(7.4) 
SUD=E kaes  ~ - -  / ) 
where ~ (to be determined) is the number of times that a loop has been contracted, 
and MD is the graph obtained by deleting the edges in D and contracting those in S. 
Now Mo consists only of isolated vertices, so the flow polynomial is 1 (from F1). 
Suppose we first delete the edges in D, obtaining the graph (S), and then perform 
as often as possible the contraction of proper  edges of (S), that is, edges that are not 
loops. We end up with a graph in which each component is a single vertex, at which 
there may be loops. It is easy to verify that the number of loops is the cyclomatic 
number of Mo, since this is an invariant under contraction. Hence the ~ in (7.4) is 
this cyclomatic number. We have 
~= lSI - p + ks, 
where ks is the number of components of (S). 
Thus, 
SUD=E aCS 
V TM 2 *~ I I  (cono (7.5) - -  2P  ~ - 1 ) .  
SUD=E aES 
We now find the coefficient of the typical term co n~+"b+nc+''" = co v(u) in F(M) ,  cor- 
responding to a subset U of contracted edges. For any S containing U the product 
1-Iaes ( con" - 1) contains oY (u), and the coefficient is (_l)lSl-lur. Hence the required 
coefficient is 
( -  1)~( e) ( -  1)v(E)(- 1)lul 1)lSl-lUI -- E ( -  1)lSI2ks" (7.6) 
SCE UCS SDU 
Now the chromatic polynomial of the graph M can be written as 
(-1)lsl2 ks (7.7) 
see 
(consider the process of deletion and contraction taken to the bitter end, or note that 
this is what (2.5) becomes if we put all chain lengths equal to 1). The restriction in 
(7.6) that S be a superset of U is equivalent to using (7.7) on a graph in which the 
edges in U have already been contracted (a process which reverses the sign I UI times). 
Hence, the summation on the right-hand side of (7.6) is (_l)lUI times the chromatic 
polynomial of the graph - -  call it Mu - -  obtained in this way from M. 
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In consequence we have that the flow polynomial of a general amallamorph of M 
is given by 
F(M) = ( -  1)~(e) 2-------Z- E P(Mu )c°v(U)" (7.8) 
UCE 
This is the dual result. The duality can be made more apparent by using the TCP of 
Mu instead of the chromatic polynomial. 
I fM has k components hen so has Mu. Moreover, Mu has p-lUI vertices. Making 
the appropriate substitutions in (7.8) we obtain 
F(M) = ( -  1 )u(e)+ p-l 
2p-1, E T(Mu)c°"(u)' (7.9) 
UCE 
In terms of the TCP of G Eq. (3.2) becomes 
T( G) = ( -  1 )v(e)+ p-l ,~q--p+l E F(Y)°gv(U) (7.10) 
(Y,U) 
and the similarity to (7.9) becomes more obvious. 
By analogy with the chain polynomial we are led to define a 'sheaf' polynomial by 
omitting the factor before the summation i  (7.10). This polynomial encapsulates all the 
essential information about he flow polynomials of members of a given amallamorphic 
class, and is therefore a property of the underlying raph G for that class. For this 
reason we denote the sheaf polynomial by Sh(G) and define it by 
Sh(G)= ~ T(Gr)& '(U) (7.11) 
(Y,U) 
which is the analog of (4.1). 
The sheaf polynomial plays a role dual to that played by the chain polynomial, 
and can conveniently be written in the same abbreviated notation. As with the chain 
polynomial it is permissible to assign the number zero to an edge. For the sheaf 
polynomial this means that the edge in question is not there. The proof of this, and 
of other properties of the sheaf polynomial (analogous to Ch0-Ch4 and Theorem 2) 
will be left as exercises for the reader. 
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